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Behaviour of inserting content element "Insert Records [shortcut]" from other language changed
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Description

Scenario
textmedia record is created in default language (uid=1)
on translated page ("free mode") a shortcut (uid=2) is inserted with language 1, which points to record of default language
(uid=1)
default language | translation
---------------- | ----------textmedia (uid=1)| shortcut (uid=2)

Expected result
record should be displayed (once) in FE for page in default language and for page in translation.

Additional considerations
This used to work in TYPO3 8. No longer works in 9, meaning on the translated page, nothing is displayed.
Not sure if this is now a bug or if it is correct that the element is not displayed.

version
TYPO3 9.5.9
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #88074: Language overlay on Content -> Insert Record

Closed

2019-04-04

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #87982: Insert Records now only inserts records, ...

Under Review 2019-03-22

History
#1 - 2020-04-07 20:38 - Georg Ringer
- Related to Bug #88074: Language overlay on Content -> Insert Record added
#2 - 2020-04-07 20:38 - Georg Ringer
- Status changed from New to Needs Feedback
can we close this in favor of #88074?
#3 - 2020-04-07 20:43 - Georg Ringer
- Related to Bug #87982: Insert Records now only inserts records, if in the same language or if sys_language_uid = -1 - up to 8LTS it inserted records
independent of sys_language_uid added
#4 - 2020-04-08 07:03 - Sybille Peters
- Status changed from Needs Feedback to Closed
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can we close this in favor of #88074?
Yes, looks about the same. Closing.
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